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The Impact of Successful Markets

• Successful markets are often key sites of public space, 
offering opportunities for social interaction, connection, social 
inclusion, mingling of different cultures, and building a sense 
of local community and connection. They bring trade to the 
surrounding shops, cafes and bars as well as to the market 
itself.

• They can offer a low cost start up for new businesses who 
can then go on to be retailers in the towns (we have examples 
of this in Grantham; Kays Clothing and the Comic Book Shop 
both started on the market).

• However, public/customer requirements and expectations 
have significantly changed over the last decade or so.

• To be successful they have to meet a clear consumer 
need, be supported by the local community and have a 
critical mass of traders and footfall (which is   
sustainable).
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Overview of the SKDC Markets Currently Open

• SKDC currently manages markets in three towns:

– Stamford:

• Well established, successful and has significantly more market 
stallholders than the other markets

• Operates Fridays and Saturdays

• Additional fortnightly farmers markets

– Grantham:

• Relatively stable

• Operates Saturdays

• Additional monthly farmers markets

– Bourne:

• Relatively stable

• Operates Thursdays and Saturdays

Market Trader Numbers
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Weekly Average Number of Market Traders

Bourne Stamford Grantham Market Deeping

• Jan-Mar 18 – Stamford market closed for one week due to bad weather
• Jul-Sep 19 – Stamford market includes additional traders for Georgian Festival
• An overview of the SKDC Deepings market which was launched in April 2019 and has now been closed for the Winter 

is provided later in the presentation.  Please note that there is a non-SKDC run Wednesday market in Market     
Deeping
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Market Improvements Over the Last Couple of Years

• The introduction of a “Busk stop” at Grantham market has been well 
received by traders and customers. Buskers are able to book slots on 
Saturdays to show off their skills and collect donations. The area has 
also been used regularly by the Rotary Club to promote and collect for 
local charities, another regular user is the Harrowby singers who use 
the space to perform and advertise their shows at the Guild Hall. We 
have installed a power point on the market place and purchased a small 
PA system and 2 gazebos for these groups to use.

• New fitted covers have been purchased for Grantham via a capital 
project making the market both more attractive and weather resistant, 
again very well received by the traders and customers. 

• The Christmas light switch on event in Grantham was in part moved 
to the market place to try and support the market and independent 
retailers; the market traders reported a very profitable day, with one 
trader saying it was his best day of the year. There are plans to build on 
this further in 2020.

Market Improvements Over the Last Couple of Years

– We have started to introduce other events around the market to 
support both it and the retailers in the town. The 
Portuguese/English festival had a successful launch in 2019 
in Grantham and is planned to be even bigger in 2020 (this will 
be moving from St Peter’s Hill to the market place this year).

– 2020 will see the introduction of an international food market 
in Westgate Grantham, again this will run alongside the current 
market to help improve footfall. All the new events and live 
music are designed to give the town a livelier and more vibrant 
feel to encourage better use of the high street.

– New banners are being put up in strategic areas of all the 
towns to advertise the markets.

– New feather banners for Bourne were purchased and placed 
at the entrances to advertise the market to potential customers.
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Opportunities for Supporting and Growing the Markets

• Continue to add events that support the markets 
particularly in Grantham.

• Create Facebook pages for all markets to help promote 
them.

• Continue the search for new traders (4 new across the 
markets since beginning of January).

• Incentives for new traders (first month discounts etc.).

• Build on seasonal events such as Christmas to bring in 
more revenue.

• Introduce a quarterly newsletter for the traders (will 
include advertisement for new traders).

• Monthly craft markets throughout the summer.

Deepings Market Background Overview

• A non-SKDC run market operates on a Wednesday

• An SKDC run (additional) market was launched in April 2019 on a Saturday

• Fairly broad mix of traders secured for the launch (inc fresh bread, fresh fish, 
plants, sweets, records, cheese/cooked meats, fishing tackle, watch repairs, 
charity stalls)

• Successful launch day on Easter Saturday with Easter egg hunt, Easter Bunny & 
real event for families attending (footfall figures matched the previous years 
Christmas light switch on event)

• First 12 weeks went well with the market running to almost full capacity (helped by 
initial 8 week discounted fees)

• Weeks of very high winds accompanied by rain, often extremely heavy, had the 
double effect of traders not being able to stand poor public turnout

• The footfall continued to drop & traders started pulling out based on profitability –
this was compounded by personal circumstances (ill health) which meant other 
traders pulled out

• Advertising was increased through a Facebook page & putting up banners in the 
town as well as weekly live buskers to make it more of an event

• Tried throughout to get new traders: many craft stalls, a bag stall and a 

furniture stall did not stay due to low footfall & takings
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Deeping Market Current Position

• Despite best efforts, the Deeping market did not have 
sufficient demand with customer footfall and the number of 
traders self-selecting to not participate

• The Deeping market has now closed for the winter in order 
to conduct a review to consider options:

– Potentially re-opening later in the Spring which gives time to 
attract new traders, relaunch & to seek to gain community 
buy-in to support the market

– The Spring/Summer should also provide enough weeks of 
good weather for the new traders to become established

– This may include combining with the non-SKDC market which 
is held on Wednesdays or, perhaps, changing to more of a 
seasonal/occasional market

– There is an option to stop the SKDC additional market 
altogether

Potential Additional Bourne Market

• The Chair of the Culture & Visitor Economy Overview & Scrutiny 
Committee requested information on potential options for the 
introduction of an additional market in Bourne on Sundays:

– Option one: Bourne Sunday market in the town centre

– Option two: Bourne Sunday market in the Corn Exchange car park

• The following two slides provide an overview of each option and are 
based on approximate costs which would need further refinement if 
there is a desire to develop either option further
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Option One – Sunday Market in Bourne Town Centre

• A consultation for a road closure would need to be undertaken, this 
takes approximately 26 weeks and costs £3,000 (if in town centre)

• Traffic management would be required if on the public highway, 
(approx. £13,800 per year)

• Stalls for the market would need to be transported from Stamford 
and erected on the Sunday

• Staff costs would be 7 hours for conveyance, erecting and 
dismantling at time and a half £10,580 per year

• Supervisor for 2 hours in the morning £1,380 per year

• To save waste costs traders would need to remove their own rubbish

• Advertising budget to be agreed (average over the year approx
£1,500)

• Total estimated costs £30,260 + staff time (market development)

Option Two – Sunday Market in Bourne Corn Exchange Car Park

• No need for a road closure

• Can use current pop up stalls so no need for transport

• Staff costs would be 6 hours at time and a half £6,500 per year

• Advertising approx. £1,500 a Year

• To reduce costs traders would need to remove their own waste

• Would need to be limited to 15 stalls as no room for more

• If the charge was £30 per stall this equates to £20,700 a year 
based on 46 weeks trading (dependent on all stalls used each 
week)

• Total estimated costs £8,000 + staff time (market development)

• There is no guarantee that traders would be available for either 
option, (for a lot of traders this is their  only day off)

• All figures are approximate (based on current costs for the 
other markets) and would need to be worked out in more 
detail if there is a desire to develop either option further
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Recommendations

• It is recommended that the Culture & Visitor Economy Overview & 
Scrutiny Committee:

– Provide feedback and/or confirm how the committee would like to 
input to the review of the Deepings market.

– Confirm what if any further information is required on the potential 
options for a Bourne Sunday market.
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